Donald Trump Jr. is channeling the black knight from Monty Python and the Holy Grail. If you haven't seen the movie this knight insists that he's invincible even after losing his arms and legs in a sword fight. Pretending that disasters and setbacks aren't happening is a Trump family tradition. So no surprise that Don Jr. is pretending that Americans aren't dying from Covid-19: "I was like, why aren't they talking about deaths? Oh, oh - because the number is almost nothing... if you go to my Instagram, it's gone to almost nothing." Let me help Don Jr. out with this. October 27: 930 deaths. October 28: 1025 deaths. October 29: 1049 deaths. Let's put this in perspective. When 4 Americans died in Benghazi, the GOP went ballistic and held dozens of investigations. Now in just three
days the same number of Americans have died from Covid-19 as perished on September 11. But because Democrats can't be blamed for this Don Jr. calls these 3000 deaths "almost nothing." And if you're getting the idea that Republicans are morons, well duh.  
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knight insists that he's invincible even after losing his arms and legs in a sword fight. Pretending that disasters and setbacks aren't happening is a Trump family tradition. So no surprise that Don Jr. is pretending that Americans aren't dying from Covid-19: "I was like, why aren't they talking about deaths? Oh, oh - because the number is almost nothing... if you go to my Instagram, it's gone to almost nothing." Let me help Don Jr. out with this. October 27: 930 deaths. October 28: 1025 deaths. October 29: 1049 deaths. Let's put this in perspective. When 4 Americans died in Benghazi, the GOP went ballistic and held dozens of investigations. Now in just three days the same number of Americans have died from Covid-19 as perished on September 11. But because Democrats can't be blamed for this Don Jr. calls these 3000 deaths "almost nothing." And if you're getting the idea that Republicans are morons, well duh. *☺
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